
Year 5 Pupils Adaptable Procedures Work Sample June 2019 

Background 

Pupils worked in similar ability pairs up until the make independent stage when about third 

of the pupils worked on their own projects supported by their previous work partners and 

the rest continued to create as a pair. Due to the nature of the module some pupils had 60 

minutes on their independent projects some had only 30 minutes as they were still  

finishing earlier stages. 

Previous experience this year 

Completed http://code-it.co.uk/goldshape/ basic procedures, nested loops with  

procedures, nested procedures and adaptable procedures.  

Worked on variables to solve maths problems using Scratch 

Worked on loops using Crumble 

Pupil feedback 

When asked if they wanted extra time to finish their independent projects using adaptable 

procedures 24 out of the class said they would like this. 

They have asked if they can do a gaming module that uses procedures.  

Three pupils came back and asked if we were carrying on with adaptable procedures  

before the lesson and expressed delight when told they were. 

Two pupils said they had created a Scratch account because of the procedure work. 

Teacher Assessment 

Assessment was carried out by collecting in all their Scratch files and running the code. 

Paying particular attention to sections pupils had commented. 

Teacher Comments 

The slow build up and gradual increase in complexity of the modules keeps pupils cognitive 

load low and  makes this easier to deliver as a lesson. Pupils programming agency was 

much higher than other attempts to teach adaptable procedures using Scratch. 
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